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ABSTRACT

Lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) is being explored as a means to control the current
density profile on PBX-M with the goal of raising the central safety factor q(0) to values

• of 1.5-2 to facilitate access to a full-volume second stable regime. Initial experiments
have been conducted with up to 400 kW of 4.6 GItz LH power in circular and indented
plasmas with modest, parameters. A tangential-viewing two-dimensional hard x-ray

* imaging diagnostic has been used to observe the bremsstrahlung emission from the
suprathermal electrons generated during LHCD. Hollow hard x-ray images have
indicated off-axis localization of the driven current. A serious obstacle to the control of
the current density profile with LHCD is the concomitant generation of MHD activity,
which can seriously degrade the confinement of suprathermal electrons. By
combining neutral beam injection with LHCD, an MHD-free condition has been
obtained where q(0) is raised above 1.

INTRODUCTION

The Princeton Beta Experiment-Modified (PBX-M) is evaluating the use of lower
hybrid current drive (LHCD) as a tool to alter the current density profile to improve
confinement and stability. The operation of a tokamak reactor at a high plasma
pressure (high J3)is economically attractive. The PBX-M experiment is directed toward
achieving high J3operation by accessing the second stable regime.l,2 Access to the
second stable region was achieved in the outer portion of the PBX-M plasma with the use
of high indentation to improve the magnetic well. 3 The requirements of high
indentation are relaxed if the current density profile can be altered such that the safety

* factor, q, is raised in the plasma center. Obtaining q(0)= 1.5-2 with suitably fiat
current density profiles near the edge are desired to piace the full plasma volume in the
second stable regime. 4

• MHD activity can be altered by the introduction of LH driven current. Depending
on the lower hybrid power, the waveguide phasing and the plasma density, MHD can be
either stabilized or destabzlized. LH induced MHD activity can seriously degrade the



confinement of suprathermal electrons. This paper will examine the MHD activity
during LHCD in circular and indented plasmas, with neutral beam injection (NBI)
and without.

PBX-M is a medium sized tokamak with a major radius of 1.65 m and a minor
radius of 0.3 m and is capable of plasma indentations up to 28%.3 The plasma is
surrounded by a series of passive plates which make up a conducting shell to stabilize
surface kink modes. The lower hybrid system on PBX-M operates at a frequency of 4.6
GHz. The coupler contains 32 waveguides each 6 cm high x 0.5 cm wide. The phase of
each waveguide can be individually adjusted during the LH pulse (at a rate of 20°/ms).
By adjusting the relative phases (Ae) of the 32 waveguides, the parallel refractive
index, nit = ckil/¢0, can be varied up to nu- 4.1 (Ac = 180°). The coupler is located 8.7 cm
below the midplane and is curved in two dimensions to approximate the edge contours
of the plasma. A second coupler capable of a slightly higher n U spectrum will soon be
added above the midplane.

Initial LH experiments5, 6 have been carried out at low LH power, PLH < 400 kW.
Consequently, plasmas with relatively low average electron density, ne = 0.5- 3.0 x
1019 m-3, electron temperature, Te(0) - 0.8 - 1.9-keV, and plasma current, Ip - 100 - 250
kA, have been used to study the effects of LHCD. An n II=2.1 (Ae = -90 °) was used for the
plasmas described in this paper. A tangential-viewing two dimensional hard x-ray
(HXR) camera was constructed and installed on PBX-M to measure the
bremsstrahlung emissions of the suprathermal electrons produced during LHCD. 7
Hard x-ray images with a 3 ms time resolution and a 3 cm spatial resolution allow the
study of suprathermal production and confinement. Hard x-ray images have been
correlated with MHD activity measured by a toroidal array of Mirnov coils and a soft
x-ray (SXR) array.A MotionalStark Effect(MSE) diagnostics was used tomeasure
changes inq(r)duringLHCD. ,

LHCD INTO CIRCULAR _bIAS

Many of the initial experiments with LHCD at low power were conducted with
circular plasmas with relatively low electron density and plasma current. The low
density improved the efficiency of current drive and the low current made it easier to
study changes in the current density profile at low PLH. At the lower densities,
however, there was a tendency for the production of runaway electrons with LH when
there was still a significant loop voltage present. Line average densities of 1.5-2 x 1019
m"3 were sufficient to eliminate the runaway conditions.

Figure 1 shows some plasma parameters for a circular plasmas with and without
LH power. With LHCD, the loop voltage (VLOOP) was reduced and large sawteeth were
produced. The sawtooth inversion radius increased with the addition of LHCD,
indicating that the radius of the q=l surface was increasing. This was consistent with
the damping of the LH waves inside the q=l surface. The vertical HXR profile also
showed a central peaking on axis.

Figure 2 shows the peaked HXR signal measured along a vertical chord of the
image with a tangency radius near the plasma center plotted versus the time of each
image. The measured q profile from the MSE diagnostic for these plasmas is shown in
Fig. 3. With LHCD, q(0) was reduced as the q=l radius increased. By comparing
profilesfrom HXR and SXR measurements on the same verticalcoordinates,some
insightcanbe gainedastothelocationofthesuprathermalpopulationwithrespecttothe
MHD activityintheplasma.PlottedinFig.4 aretheIDIR profileand theamplitudeof
them=l sawteethprecursoroscillationsas seenby the SXR array.The HXR intensity
was peaked wellinsidethe q=l surfacewhich occurrednear the outeredge of the
envelopeofthem=l precursoroscillations.For thiscircularplasma case(withz = I),
thisverticalpositionisinagreementwiththeradialq measurementsfrom MSE (_15
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reductionofcentralq withLHCD intoa
cm from center).When q measurements are circularplasma.
not available,such MHD activitycan be used

as a guide to the locationof rationalq surfaces.In thisway, with even elongated
plasmas,MHD from theverticalSXR arraycan be comparedalonganalogousvertical
coordinatestoverticalHXR profileswhichareaffectedleastby thelineintegration.

The largesawtooth amplitude and increasingsawtooth inversionradius are

typicalof LHCD into circularohmic plasmas. For lower densities,a runaway
conditionwould o/tendevelopwitha greatlyincreasinghard x-rayintensity.Also,for
higherLH power and/orlowerdensitya largen=l mode would frequentlyoccur,which
would eventuallylock,and cause a disruption.The maximum electrondensityfor
these low currentcircularplasmas was limited,but thiswas overcome with the
additionofneutralbeam injection(NBI).

A smallamount ofNB power(0.5MW) was addedwitha netLH power of0.3MW to
a circulardischargesimilartotheone shown above(withthetimingofLHCD as above

* and coincidentNBI) to increasethe electrondensityofthe plasma.As the density
increased,theintensityoftheHXR signaldecreasedas theefficiencyoftheLHCD was
reduced (seeFig.5).With the increasein density,the HXR profilewas no longer

. peaked.Two distinctlobesappeared,and thedistancebetween them increasedas the

profilebecame more hollow.Figure6 shows contoursofthe HXR intensityalonga
verticalchordversustimeand thepeakpositionsofthelobes.
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lt is useful to quantify this '_ollowness" with a parameter that takes into account
the shape and depth of the central region with respect to the width of the profile. The
parameter for hollowness used here has a v-alue of- 1 for a centrally peaked parabolic
profile, 0 for a flat central region, and positive values for increasing hollowness.
Figure 7 shows this hollowness parameter increasing with electron density.
Normalized HXR profiles are shown in Fig. 8 at an early and late time to illustrate the
degree of hollowness that is represented by the quantity plotted in Fig. 7. This
hollowness parameter can reflect changes in the HXR profile which are often brought
about by MHD activity. A decreasing hollowness is often an indication of an
increasing diffusion of the suprathermal electrons, lt could also indicate a change in
LH absorption or the creation of runaway electrons. The large sawteeth which can be
seen on the line averaged electron density in Fig. 7 have an effect on the suprathermal °
distribution. At each sawtooth event, a corresponding drop in the hollowness parameter
can be seen. The sawteeth, while momentarily decreasing the hollowness, do not
impede a rising trend in hollowness.

The effect on the HXR profile during a sawtooth cycle is shown in Fig. 9. Just after a
sawtooth crash, the HXR profile was generally
flat in the central region.As the cycle 3 '_........'.........'.........'........._,_'"_'_7_
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hard x-rayprofiles _ hollowness increased. This was seen as a

reduction in the HXR intensity in the central
portion of the profile. This hollowing out of the

_: 690 ms central region may indicate that the diffusion
of suprathermals into this region was reduced
during the period between sawtooth crashes or a

, changingLH absorption.At thesawtoothcrash
the lobesof the profilewere eliminated;the
reconnectionofthe magneticfieldlineswere
adversely affectingthe confinement of the

• -_ suprathermal electrons.
If the fast electron diffusion was small, the
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Fig. 8. Normalized HXRprofiles early and where current was being driven by LH. In the
late during the LHCD pulse showing first example of LHCD in a circular discharge,
increasinghollowness, no hollownesswas seen,and a centralpeaking

was consistentwith the large sawteeth
amplitude,theincreasedsawtoothinversionradius,and LH currentdepositionwithin
theq=l surface.In thesecondexamplewithNBI and higherdensity,two distinctlobes
appeared which moved outward as the density
increased.In thelattercase,the sawtoothamplitude _ ................................................._4
alsoincreasedsuggestingthatLH currentwas still r_ _/__
beingdepositedinsidetheq=i surface.Softx-raydata Ywere notavailablefortheseLHCD plusNBI plasmas, _,
but the sawtoothinversionradius,and thereforethe ,

U

" q=l surface, could be estimated _'rom Thomson
scattering profiles. The position of the HY_ lobes ,"
were within this radius. The expanding lobe position
is probably reflecting the accessibility of the LH wave
into the central region of the plasma. At higher
centraldensities,the LH wave does not reach the zo ........._.....................................550 6e} 570 t_0 590 600

centerand damps offaxisbut stillwithinthe q=l TInScm,_
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LHCD INTO INDENTED PLASMAS _ . ,.,- .
40

By shapingthe plasma,highervaluesofplasma .a
current and electrondensity can routinelybe

reached. For LHCD experiments plasmas with ._indentationsfrom 10-14%and plasmacurrentsinthe i
range 180-250kA were typical.HollowHXR profiles
were common, but a varietyofMHD modes couldbe
destabilizedby LHCD oldenresultingin a reduction

" in hollownessor a lossof suprathermalelectrons 4o ._ o 2o
measured as a lossinHXR intensity, z¢_)

Fig.9.(alLineaverageelectron
The dominant MHD modes were m= l/n=i, densitywithsawtoothsignature.

mf3/n=2 togetherwith m=2/n=2, and m=2/n=l.The (blEvolutionofHXR profileduring
toroidalmode number, n, was determined from a a sawtoothcycleincircularplasma
toroidalarray of Mirnov loops.The poloidalmode withLHCD andNBI.



number, m, was determined From the SXR array. For ali MHD modes observed, the
hollowness of the HXR profile could be adversely affected when the modes had
sufficient amplitude. An mffi2/n=l mode coupled to a mfl/n=l mode could destroy
suprathermal conf'mement as indicated by a sudden drop in HXR intensity. These
coupled modes would often lock causing a disruption. With LH current deposition
inside of the q=l surface, MHD activity would often be seen to increase. With the LH
current deposition outside of the q=l surface and sufficient LH current, the q=l radius
was observed to decrease° i

Two cases with LH current deposition outside of the q=l surface will be considered
here with Ip = 180 kA, qedge " 8, x:= 1.7, and an indentation of 12%. The first case had
LHCD alone and the second case had LHCD plus NBI. The time evolution of the HXR
intensities for these two cases are shown in Fig. 10 (LHCD) and Fig. 11 (LHCD + NBI).
In both cases, the q=l radius decreased with the application of LHCD.
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Fig. 10. Time evolutionofhazd x-z_zyintensity Fig. 11 Timeevolutionofhezdx-ray intensitytor
for indented plasma with LHCD. indented plasma with LHCDand NBI
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For the first case of Fig. 10, a net LH power of 360 kW was applied to a plasma with a
line averaged density of 2.2 x 1019 m-3. Some parameters for this discharge are shown
in Fig. 12. Shown are the line-averaged electron density, a central SXR signal, loop
voltage, the hollowness parameter from the HXR image, and a Mirnov signal.

Contours of the amplitude of the oscillations measured with the SXR array between 4
and 8 kHz can be seen at the bottom of Fig. 12. Both m= 1 sawteeth precursors and bursts
of m=l oscillations are present. The radius of the q=l surface as indicated by these
oscillations decreased in time after the application of LHCD. The last sawtooth event
occurred at 625 ms. With the disappearance of all m=l activity at about 635 ms, an m=2
mode began to grow. At about this time the q=l surface is believed to have disappeared.
The m=2/n=l mode increased in amplitude leading to a disruption at 700 ms. This
m=2/n=l mode may have been destabilized due to LH currvnt deposition near the q=2
surface or perhaps more indirectly through change in the q profile in which q' was
flattened near q=2. Figure 13 shows the HXR profiles and SXR MHD amplitudes for the
m= 1 mode at 600ms and the m=2 mode at 650 ms. The lobe position was outside of the
m=l position consistent with deposition of LH current outside of the radius of q=l.

As the mf2/n=l mode grew, there was a peaking and a narrowing of the HXR
profile which can be seen in the contours of HXR intensity and in the hollowness
parameter of Fig. 12. The drop in HXR intensity at the location of the m=2 island
indicates a loss of suprathermal confinement (see Fig. 12 center and Fig. 13). The
subsequent disruption may have resulted from the change in the q profile associated
with the loss of the current-carrying suprathermal population due to the m=2 mode. The
large HXR signal aider the disruption in Fig. 10 was due to a runaway condition
because of the low electron density.



Fig. 12. LI-ICD into indented plasma. Fig. 14. LHCD plus NBI into indented
plasma.
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Even before the onset of the m=2/n=l mode, there is a gradual reduction in the
hollowness of the HXR profile. The central region of the HXR profile was observed to
fill in and become peaked. The reason for this is unclear. There was ongoing sawteeth
and mffil activity during this time, as before, and the q=l surface was shrinking. This
seems tobe analogoustothe behaviorofthe HXR profileduring sawteethforthe circular

plasma describedabove.The fillingin of the HXR profile,justin the centralregion,
seems toindicatethat the suprathermal confinement (orthe LH damping) was affected

by the reconnection process occuring at the sawtooth crash, s
For the case shown in l_tg. 11, the addition of small amount of NBI power to LHCD

resulted in an MHD-free discharge. Shown in Fig. 14 are parametors from a discharge
with a net LH power of 334 kW, 0.56 MW of NBI and a line averaged density of 1.5 x
1019 m "3. NBI was begun early in the discharge, and sawteeth were quickly suppressed
as the LH power was ramped up. An m=l oscillation remained for another 120 ms until
it too disappeared, aider which no MHD were present. Figure 15 shows the HXR profile
at 400 ms compared to the location of the m=l mode which was still present at that time.
The MHD-free condition was maintained until the end of the LHCD and NBI period at

750 ms. The decreasing radius of the m= 1 mode (see bottom of Fig. 14) with constant Ip
indicates a broadening of the current profile. A measurement of the q profile with MSE
for this discharge indicated that q(0) rose above 1 by t=530 ms. It is not yet understood
what role NBI plays in suppressing MHD modes that are present with LHCD alone. An
increase in electron temperature affecting wave damping or a change in the shear due
to NB driven current are possible explanations for the observed improvement.

The HXR intensity remained relatively constant and a hollow profile was
maintained. The position of the lobes of the HXR profile remained unchanged as the

radius of the q=l surface was decreasing, suggesting that the location of LH current
deposition also remained constant.

In summary, the HX_ images from suprathermal electrons produced during
LHCD have been correlated_dth MHD activityin PBX-M. In particular,the locationof

the LH currentdepositioncorrelateswith observed changes in the q profile.Th_ effect
of the sawtooth crash on the HXR profile indicate that the reconnection process affects

suprathermal confinement. MHD modes can be induced by LHCD, and can adversely
affect suprathermal confinement. The addition of NBI to LHCD can suppress low n
modes that otherwise would destroy localization of LH current.

This work was supported by U.S. Dept. of Energy, Contract Nos. DE-AC02-76-CH0-
3073 (PPPL), DE-AC05-84OR21400 (ORNL), DE-FGO2-91ER54109 (MIT), and DE-FG02-
89ER51121(UCLA).
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